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or a long time the Italian publishing world has been marked by the
regular, almost yearly, appearance on the bookshop shelves of
new translations, with new editing and introductions, of novels or
stories by Dickens. Sometimes these editions have been reprints of
excellent and still unequalled old translations.
To start from recent years, in 1990, new translations of Hard Times1, and
Pickwick Papers2 were published. In 1991 a new translation of Great
Expectations3 appeared and in 1993, together with a new rendering of the
Christmas Books4, the Italian reader had the pleasant surprise of finding in
bookshops the reprint of David Copperfield, splendidly translated and
introduced by Cesare Pavese more than forty years earlier5.
Another translation of Great Expectations6 was published in 1994. In
the same year Dombey and Son7 was brought out by Rizzoli, in a
prestigious collection, elegantly bound in blue cloth and cased. In 1995 it
was the turn of Bleak House8 to be newly translated. A new translation of
these two novels had been due for a long time since the previous ones,
which were unfortunately not very good, dated back to more than thirty
years. In the same year a young poet presented his readers with a free
translation of A Christmas Carol9 which in 1996 appeared again, brilliantly
decorating Christmas bookshop windows, in the form of A Christmas
Carol & Advent Calendar, from a much abridged American version10.
As for the Christmas Stories, only a few of them have appeared in
anthologies. Perhaps it is worth mentioning ‘A Christmas Tree’, which was
translated into Italian for the first time only in 1981. The occasion of its
publication was singular. In fact, from the Dickensian text a distinguished
Italian engraver, Mirando Haz (pseudonym of Amedeo Pieragostini), drew
his inspiration for twelve etchings in his ‘Dickens-Christmas’ portfolio.
The volume included some essays both on Haz’s ‘acqueforti’ – a very rare
example of illustrations by an Italian artist for Dickensian texts – and the
peculiar Dickensian tree as a sort of complex device to go back to ‘what we
do all remember best upon the branches of the Christmas tree of our
young Christmas days, by which we climbed to real life’. Unfortunately the
book turned out more a catalogue of the engraver’s portfolio than a
translation of Dickens’s story; it was, however, a great success among
those few readers who were lucky enough to get one of the two hundred
copies printed11.
Soon after publication the Italian translations of Dickens were always
widely reviewed in the main Italian dailies and periodicals. On the whole
they were favourably received and sold very well. Writing about Dombey
and Son, for example, to quote from some of the most authoritative

Italian literary columnists, one12 underlined Dickens’s creative skill not
only in giving the reader such a vivid fresco of the Victorian world from
many points of view, hut also, as far as language is concerned, in
inventing a ‘thick wood of metaphors’, that si to say, a myriad of
interwoven linguistic networks whose labyrinthine structures widen the
boundaries of the fictional Dickensian world.
Another, however, began his reviews, surprisingly, by lamenting the
fact that Italians ‘ignore Dickens’, and concluded by stating that those
who do not love Dickens commit a ‘capital sin’ and consequently, as a
punishment, are condemned to being unable to appreciate any novel, let
alone the masterpieces of nineteenth-century fiction all over the world 13.
As a matter of fact the story of Dickens’s not being liked and
appreciated by Italian readers is indeed an old story; a sort of obsolete
‘battle of the books’ between Modernist novel addicts on one side, and
fans of the Victorian novel on the other.
Anyway, there is no doubt that, in the first half of the century up to
recent years, many critics and influential scholars have either ignored or
slated not only Dickens’s works but most Victorian novelists as well.
Dickens’s novels were taken into consideration simply as interesting
historical or social documents and he was reputed, at his best, to have
been an extremely good reporter and caricaturist of middle-class and
Biedermeier society; in short, the ideal writer of novels with no passions
and no heroes. Professor Mario Praz’s The Death of the Hero in the
Victorian Novel (1952) is one of the most eloquent examples. Such a
critical attitude, with the help of some influential modern criticism from
Britain as well (undergraduates who attended F.R. Leavis’s lectures in
Italian universities in the early Sixties still remember today his opinion on
Dickens and the Victorians), undoubtedly discouraged, or even
prevented, the study and the appreciation of Victorian fiction and of
Dickens’s works in particular.
It would be futile to waste time on this old dispute even if a few
sparks of the old fire can still be seen flying among scholars and
university professors. It is well known that Dickens did not have ‘the
solemn advantages of academic learning’ and did not care much about
academic criticism.
Introducing Our Mutual Friend, for example,
Chesterton wrote, very rightly indeed, that ‘no university professor would
have written the title; no university professor could have written that
book’. However, things have changed also in academic circles and by now
in Italian universities students, scholars, and professors have produced a
significant quantity of serious criticism on aspects or single works of
Dickens’s literary production14. Moreover, the first Dickens Symposium
organised by the University of Milan at Gargnano, on the lake of Garda,
took place from 6-9 September 1998. Together with European and
American academics, the old and new generations of Italian scholars and
admirers of Dickens convened at Gargnano to offer a series of variegated
and stimulating contributions.
On the other hand one must not forget that not only Dickens’s novels,
short stories 15 and ghost stories in particular16, but also his letters 17 from
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Italy, and works such as Pictures from Italy18 and American Notes19 in
Italian are in print and can easily be found in bookshops. In fact Dickens’s
works have always proved best-sellers and a great number of readers have
liked and enjoyed and still do like and enjoy them both in Italian and in
English. This indeed would have been immensely appreciated by Dickens.
However, one must admit that in Italy not all of Dickens’s works are
currently available in a modern, correct, and satisfactory edition and
translation, not to mention the innumerable abridgements for children and
for schools, some of which outrageously tamper with the text. No Italian
publisher, up to now, has succeeded in publishing the complete set of
Dickens’s novels 20. Einaudi started as far back as 1939 with the already
mentioned David Copperfield. Much later in the Seventies and the
Eighties, Great Expectations21, and Our Mutual Friend22 appeared in a
new excellent translation by M. L. Giartosio De Courten and Luca Lamberti
respectively.

Mirando Haz: ‘A Pen and Ink-ubus’
(etched illustration to The Mystery of Edwin Drood, 1984).

For Einaudi, Lamberti also translated The Mystery of Edwin Drood
which was published, and sold out as a Christmas book, in Winter 1989.
The volume included a sort of thriller by two Italian writers: C. Fruttero and
F. Lucentini23. The idea looked brilliant: the chapters of The Mystery of
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Edwin Drood were interwoven with the reports of the proceedings at a
rather peculiar Congress where the most famous detectives of the best
literary tradition (Dupin, Holmes, Father Brown, Maigret, Poirot, and
Marlowe just to name a few) met in order to solve the mystery of the
murder of E. Drood. The conclusion, however, was not very satisfactory
for Italian readers who, instead of learning, at last, the name of Drood’s
murderer, had to be content with finding out who killed Charles Dickens.
Nevertheless Italians do like detective novels and so The Mystery of
Edwin Drood can be found in two well known collections, published by
Guida24, and Rusconi25.
A pair of other titles complete the list of the Dickensian works
competently edited and translated into Italian: Oliver Twist26 and, again,
Great Expectations27. A new translation of A Tale of Two Cities is going
to appear soon28, but surely other titles, Nicholas Nickleby and Martin
Chuzzlewit, would now be welcome on the shelves of Italian bookshops.
That Dickens is well known and widely read in Italy is demonstrated
not only by more than one hundred titles from his works available in
bookshops, but also by references to the Victorian novelist every time
episodes of violence to children or social problems in poverty-stricken
districts all over the world permeate the crime news in popular
newspapers and weeklies. Even during the campaigns for General
Elections (1995 and 1996) an anthology of essays about modern
democracy, included, among works by de Tocqueville and Gramsci, for
example, the story of the Eatanswill elections from Pickwick. And ‘In
these times of ours’, to quote from the very incipit of Dickens’s last
complete novel, and to conclude this short note on his Italian translations,
when successful authors of thrillers or contemporary poets still go back to
Dickens the novelist and storyteller to draw inspiration from his works,
one perhaps might go so far as to say that in Italy Dickens is not only
popular, but that he has become also a permanent feature of the Italian
cultural background.
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